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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to predict the delivered currents at the output of an integrated audio switching amplifier for EMI prediction. Impedance matrices are used to model the different passive parts of the system. Hereafter, all the matrices are associated in a single one, where the resulting matrix and the output voltages in open circuit are used to predict the output currents spectra directly in the frequency domain. This method can be used by system designers and system integrators in order to study their systems EM emissions before assembling the different parts of the system. The experimental application of this method gives good accuracy up to 10 MHz (twenty times the switching frequency).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, cell phones have become more and more complicated. Expert designers are introducing complex systems for more sophisticated functionalities. These are composed of calculation and power management circuits, fabricated in submicron technologies, calculating with extremely high speed (processors, controllers etc.), switching at high frequencies (DC-DC convertors) and mounted on a small area of a portable cellphone. This trend for size reduction also reduces the supply voltage which leads to a better power efficiency. However, this smaller supply voltage reduces the noise margin which increases the system susceptibility to electromagnetic interference (EMI). As higher switching frequencies lead to much conducted and radiated noise emissions, the ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) can no longer be neglected.

In the case of the audio systems, integrated class D amplifiers (Fig.1) show good agreement in terms of the power efficiency and audio quality [1]. However, the switching nature of these amplifiers (the switching frequency is between 300 KHz and 2 MHz) generates many harmonics that can disturb the surrounding electronics such as processors and RF components. For that reason, designers use some integrated design techniques [2-5] to reduce the ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI). Nevertheless, in most of the cases these improvements are not sufficient, and an EMI filter must be inserted before the load to prevent the conducted emissions from propagating through the tracks, especially between the amplifier and the speaker.

![Figure 1: Differential Class D audio amplifier](image)

To study the EMIs, experts now study the already built systems and try to generate an equivalent EMI model [6]. Indeed, a post-construction model can be useful, but it is not able to predict the frequency spectrum in order to solve the EMI problems before construction, which mean time to market and costs cannot be reduced. Designers therefore need an EMI predictive method to solve their problems at the early design stage, with good accuracy at high frequencies and with a short simulation time. In order to do that, the present method allows system integrators to use the already built parts of the system like integrated circuits (e.g. switching class D amplifiers), filters, speakers etc., and predict the behavior of their association. For example, if several filters and loads were modeled, the system integrator could determine which filter and load combination shows the best electromagnetic efficiency with a given power amplifier.

In this paper, the method presented in [7] is used to model the output passive parts of integrated Class D switching amplifier with impedance matrices. Afterwards, the output voltages are measured in open circuit to predict the current frequency spectra thanks to the already determined impedance matrix.
This paper is presented as follows: in section II shows the passive parts modeling by impedance matrices. Section III uses the impedance matrix determined in section II to predict the currents spectra.

II. PASSIVE PARTS MODELLING

A. Five terminal passive blocks modelling

The approach presented in [7] consists in decomposing a system with two active conductors and a ground plane in blocks. These blocks can then be associated in order to rebuild the behavior of the system as a single block. For example, Fig.2.a shows the decomposition of a cellphone audio amplification system into blocks.

In fact in this figure, there are two types of blocks. The first represents the active blocks (Class-D amplifier and the DC-DC converter); the second, represents the passive blocks (filters, tracks, loads etc).

Since the class D amplifier has an H-bridge power stage and a differential output (Fig.1), each passive output block is considered as five-terminal-box, because it has two voltages and two currents on the input as well as on the output, except the load (loudspeaker in this case). In fact, the load output cannot be electrically measured so the load is modeled as a three-terminal-block with only two voltages and two currents on its input. Then, each five-terminal-block block is mathematically represented by a 4x4 impedance matrix (Fig.2.b), and the three-terminal-block (load) is represented by a 2x2 impedance matrix as shown in Fig.2.b. These impedance matrices can be measured for post-construction modeling (impedance meter, vector analyzer etc.), or simulated for pre-construction modeling [7].

B. Block association

Once the matrices of the different blocks in the considered sub-system are determined, they can be associated to rebuild the sub-system into a simple block modeled by a 2x2 impedance matrix (Fig.3). This resulting matrix contains the behavior of the whole sub-system including the defects of all the blocks. It also contains the impedances of the common and differential mode, as well as the mode conversion.

C. Experimental application

Two EMI filters and a mobile phone speaker are considered for validation (Fig.4). The first filter (Filter 1) is recommended with the evaluation kit of an existing Class-D amplifier [8]. The second filter (Filter 2) is similar to Filter 1 but with other capacitances values. The load is a micro-speaker used in cellphones applications [9].

Using the Agilent 4294A impedance analyzer [10], the impedance matrix elements of Filter 1 and Filter 2 are measured. Hereafter, the matrices are mathematically associated to get a single 4x4 impedance matrix for both blocks. After that, the resulting matrix of Filter 1 and Filter 2 is associated with the speaker impedance matrix. At the end of this procedure, a single 2x2 impedance matrix is obtained. This matrix contains the behavior of the entire associated blocks (Filter 1, Filter 2 and the Speaker).
Fig. 5.a shows that the calculated and measured $Z_{R1}$ superimpose. In Fig. 5.b, despite the small difference between the measured and the calculated $Z_{R2}$ at some frequencies, these block associations can be considered as valid. Therefore, the resulting matrix of the output passive circuit will be used in the next section for current frequency spectrum prediction.

### III. CURRENT PREDICTION

A differential sinusoidal audio signal is applied on the inputs of the class-D amplifier (Fig. 7). The output voltages of the class-D audio amplifier are measured at the same time, using the Tektronix DPO2014 digital oscilloscope [11] when the output passive circuit (Filter 1 – Filter 2 - Speaker) is disconnected from the amplifier. It is important to note that the voltages are measured in the time domain, and not directly in the frequency domain, because the phase between the two voltages is needed for currents calculation. Hereafter, the FFT is applied to the measured voltages to obtain the frequency spectra. For validation, the currents are also measured with the same digital oscilloscope and a P6147A AC current probe [12] as shown in Fig. 6 (where currents are measured with the output passive circuit connected). The measured current spectrum and the calculated current spectrum are both plotted in Fig. 8 in order to easily compare them.

As can be seen in Fig. 8 the calculated and the measured spectra superimpose up to 10 MHz. The current spectrum prediction is valid up to 10 MHz, and the resulting matrix perfectly reflects the behavior of the output passive circuit.

Above 10 MHz, the spectrum level of the measured current remains the same; this is certainly the noise floor of the measurement equipment. Indeed, the Tektronix DPO2014 digital oscilloscope has only 8 bits for quantization. To confirm this, another measurement was made with a current probe disconnected from the circuit. The results in Fig. 9 show that the measured current retains the noise floor level above 10 MHz which thus explains the difference between the measured and the predicted current spectra in Fig. 8. To see this clearly, Fig. 10 shows a zoom on the measured time domain current.

---

**Figure 6**: Class D amplification system

**Figure 7**: Current prediction validation method

**Figure 8**: Measured and calculated current spectrum comparison

**Figure 9**: Measured current & the noise floor

**Figure 10**: Time domain current signal
Here we can see that the signal moves by a fixed amount between fixed amplitude values which reveal the existence of a constant noise floor for the equipment used. Therefore, the analog to digital conversion thus introduces quantization noise frequencies.

To overcome this problem, two possible solutions can be considered. In the first hand the output voltage can be measured in two steps, which means the low frequencies are measured with a low pass filter, and the high frequencies are measured with a high pass filter. Then the resulting spectra are merged in a single one. In the other hand the output voltage can be measured using 12 bits oscilloscope, where the digital quantization error is reduced.

In this paper the second solution was taken as an option. The Lecroy WaveRunner 6 Zi digital oscilloscope [13] is used in the same test bench to measure the Class D amplifier output voltages in the same configuration but this time with twice of the sampling frequency and with 12 bits of digital quantization. The results are drawn in Fig.11.

![Figure 11: Measured and calculated current spectrum comparison](image)

Fig.11 shows that the measured and the calculated current also superimpose up to 10 MHz. Moreover the 12 bits oscilloscope used allowed reducing the noise floor for the measured signal above 10 MHz. However Fig.11 shows also that this method is still not validated above 10 MHz. This difference at high frequency between the calculated and the measured current might be the nonlinearity of the passive components in the filters. The inductance and capacitance values are not similar when switching a high current level or when measuring with sinusoidal low level current (impedance analyzer measurements). For that, in future work the passive blocks impedances will be measured around a polarized DC voltage to test the importance of this phenomenon.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The present approach uses the impedance matrices to predict and study the EMI before assembling the pre-constructed parts of the system. The electronic systems are decomposed into blocks. Each passive part of the system is modeled by an impedance matrix which includes all its imperfections. Hereafter these matrices can be then cascaded in order to rebuild the system in simple 2x2 matrix. Furthermore, using the resulting matrix and the open-circuit voltages, the flowing current frequency spectrum can be predicted. This method allows system integrators to isolate the different parts of the system into blocks, and then explore different placement and parts combinations for better electromagnetic compatibility. The block association has been validated up to 110 MHz, and for the moment, the current prediction is validated up to 10 MHz. It is important to note that in this paper the open-circuit voltages of the integrated Class D audio amplifier are used for current prediction, but it cannot be applied for any switching circuit (especially those including current closed-loop controls). The future work will be focused on the current prediction for higher frequencies, and predicting the current and voltages spectrum in different places in the system.
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